A thematic pair in Trawny’s Freedom to Fail1

Peter Trawny maintains that Heidegger wrote the Black Notebooks from a position of “anarchic freedom”: “The an-archic freedom of thinking demands, as an-archic questioning, a
‘freedom for error.’ To venture this freedom liberates one from science and liberates one for
history.”2
What is “an-archic freedom”?
Trawny first sketches the well-known distinction between two conceptions of freedom, positive
and negative,3 ‘for’ and ‘from’:
1) “One can assess the action of an individual according to moral criteria, consider it in
normative terms as the instantiation of the moral law.” In this first case Trawny writes that “we
are relating to freedom as the criterion of a moral action.” In the first case “we are dealing with
a positive understanding of freedom, as the freedom for . . . (freedom for good and/or evil).”
2) “One can understand it as the depiction, as the history of a life in order to acknowledge it as
exemplary or reject it as without significance.” In the second case we are relating “to freedom
as a play-space [Spielraum], an open realm, in which this or that is enacted, lived.” In this
second case “it is a matter of the negative concept as the freedom from . . . (freedom from
constraints).”4
Trawny then distinguishes the two conceptions of freedom ‘for’ and ‘from’ as they relate to
principle: “the first freedom is freedom for a principle, is principled freedom; the second is
freedom from principle, is an-archic freedom.”
“Principled freedom organizes our economy of guilt and forgiveness with
normative claims. What must I bear? What can I refuse to tolerate? Frequently
also: When may I punish, when must I myself be punished? Such questions
hinge on the law that is known, that is supposed to come into being before we
become familiar with the rights of institutions.
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“An-archic freedom is an-archy, the inception of a freedom that is nothing
besides itself: an ‘abyss of freedom,’ a freedom of the unanticipatable inception.
An inception is always an appropriative event, a rupture, an upheaval. It can
open up nothing other than the open itself. In it there is no longer any principle
to which ‘Da-sein’ or the ‘subject’ could still adhere. In the open there is no
obligation [Verbindlichkeit] other than to the open itself.”5
These two conceptions can be taken together as an instance of the thematic pair whose
members are designated in recent usage by the terms ‘exploitation’ and ‘exploration.’
Of his research into thematics Gerald Holton remarks,
“I have been impressed by how few themata there are—at least in the physical
sciences. I have found about 50 singlets and doublets and occasional triplets so
far, and I suspect the total will turn out to be less than 100. The appearance of a
new thema is rare. . . . Related to that is the antiquity and persistence of
themata, right through scientific evolution and ‘revolution.’”6
As for the thematic pair before us, the computer scientist John Holland proposed that a kind of
algorithm he called ‘genetic’
“helps to solve a conundrum that has long bedeviled conventional problemsolving methods: striking a balance between exploration and exploitation. Once
one finds a good strategy for playing chess, for example, it is possible to
concentrate on exploiting that strategy. But this choice carries a hidden cost
because exploitation makes the discovery of truly novel strategies unlikely.
Improvements come from trying new, risky things. Because many of the risks fail,
exploration involves a degradation of performance. Deciding to what degree the
present should be mortgaged for the future is a classic problem for all systems
that adapt and learn.”7
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Of the same thematic pair the decision theorist James March wrote:
“A central concern of adaptive intelligence within a path-dependent, meandering
history is the relation between the exploration of new possibilities and the
exploitation of old certainties. Exploration includes things captured by such
terms as search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility,
discovery, and innovation. Exploitation includes such things as refinement,
choice, production, efficiency, selection, implementation, and execution.”8
Heidegger noted this thematic pair as it appears in university disciplines, especially in academic
philosophy. Although he does not use in the following passage any term equivalent to
‘exploitation,’ he does point to a “widely observed kind of activity” with recognizably
bureaucratic features of that notion:
“The dominance of this epistemological problem [the subject-object schema]
(and corresponding ones in other disciplines) is characteristic of a widely
observed kind of activity through which academic disciplines, especially
philosophy, gain a foothold in life and preserve themselves. 90% of the
literature is preoccupied with ensuring that such wrongheaded problems not
disappear and are confounded still more and in ever new ways.9 Such literature
dominates the industry—everyone sees and gauges the progress and vitality of
academic disciplines with it.”10
He alludes to ‘exploration’ in the following two passages:
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“it is naïve and unphilosophical for philosophy to think it has found the truth for
all eternity instead of realizing that philosophy exists only to open up new areas
of focused rather than random progress.”11
“it is a fundamental deception to believe that the effective power behind the
transformation [Wandel] of contemporary biology is a matter of newly
discovered facts. Fundamentally and primarily it is our approach to the question
and our way of seeing that has been transformed [gewandelt]—and in
accordance with this the facts. The transformation of seeing and questioning is
always the decisive thing in science.”12
These three remarks taken together suggest that Heidegger anticipated Kuhn’s distinction
between revolutionary and normal science, itself another instance of the
exploration/exploitation thematic pair.
Fundamental to Being and Time is the manifestation of this thematic pair in Dasein: das Man as
the exploitative pole, the anticipatorily resolute self as the exploratory. Which brings us back to
the contrast of principled with an-archic freedom.
Now “the an-archic open,” says Trawny, “is above all a freedom of thinking.” For Heidegger
“the human being who refuses the claim of thinking likewise refuses the claim of freedom.”
“Whoever closes himself off from the open in this way not only cannot think . . . He follows the
models of action of all those technical surrogates of freedom, both subtle and crude. What is
convenient in all those patterns of modern life is that no one has to think.”13
In terms of the thematic pair we are considering an-archic freedom is a mode of exploration, “a
freedom of thinking” – “search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility,
discovery, and innovation”; whereas principled freedom – following models, conforming to
patterns of calculative thinking, “refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection,
implementation, and execution” – is a mode of exploitation.
For Heidegger – Trawny again – “the criterion is not the logical organization of statements,
speech acts, or arguments, but rather the truth of being the appropriative event of the
interplay of openness and concealment. . . . The freedom of the human being consists in letting
himself engage in the open and the concealment belonging to it . . . the human being is not the
subject that organizes its truth. Rather, he experiences the fact that truth eventuates as his
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‘exposure.’ Exposure – this means insecurity, being at the mercy of, a dearth of protection.”14
Exposure to tragedy, that is. From the Black Notebooks: “Beyng itself is ‘tragic.’”15 Trawny adds:
“The truth of being is onto-tragic.”16 Clinging to the exploitative mode while fleeing the
exploratory is the attempt to forestall the catastrophe of tragedy. (Jocasta to Oedipus: “May
you never know who you are.”) “The kind of thinking that begins to follow a clear and distinct
criterion of truth has robbed itself of its freedom. It has aligned itself with the certainty of the
rational. It has committed itself to technicity, in order to make the tragedy of being
impossible.”17
“The markedly tragic determination of the human being’s essence is that he
cannot hold on to the state of remaining within his own essence. He continually
deviates from himself, falls away from himself, founders. This foundering is for
Heidegger not a bad thing. To be outside oneself, the ecstasy of the flame and
the fall, belongs to freedom. The human being falls because he aims too high –
that is the tragic essence of the human being, the catastrophe.”18
Yet if tragedy is the extreme of errancy19 then its catastrophe brings at least the possibility of
errancy-damping revelation; so Heidegger claims: “By leading them astray, errancy at the same
time contributes to a possibility which humans are capable of drawing up from their ek-sistence
– the possibility that, by experiencing errancy itself and by not mistaking the mystery of Dasein, they not let themselves be led astray.”20
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Heidegger urges this same point years later when he claims that technology’s danger, die
Gefahr, harbors a saving power, das Rettende:
“Where the danger is as danger, that which saves is already there. The latter
does not insert itself alongside the former. What saves does not stand next to
the danger. When it is as the danger, the danger itself is what saves. The danger
is what saves insofar as, from out of its essence, it brings what saves. What does
‘to save’ mean? It says: to let loose [lösen], to disengage [freimachen], to free
[freyen], to spare [schonen], to shelter [bergen], to take under protection [in die
Hut nehmen], to guard [wahren]. Lessing still uses the word ‘salvation’ [Rettung]
in an emphatic manner with the sense of justification: to restore something to its
right, the essential, and to guard it therein [in das Rechte, Wesenhafte
zurückstellen und darin wahren]. What genuinely saves is what guards [das
Wahrende], guardianship [die Wahrnis].”21
If this be tragedy its Stimmung is Aeschylean, for Aeschylus turns us toward a recognition of
good news, “the grace of god.” In the tragedies of Aeschylus, writes Bernard Knox,
“the onward flow of time, oupirreon chronos, reveals not only the chain of
causation of human action, presented through the persons of successive
generations, but also the intimate and in the end clearly defined connection of
all these events with the will and action of the gods. The action of the characters
is an organic part of the larger design; it has its being in a hugely imagined world
where the sweep of history affords us a perspective for the suffering we see on
stage, and offers us consolation by giving it meaning; where also the human
beings, involved in an action too great for them to understand, are warned or
encouraged, judged or defended, by gods, from afar and eventually in person.
Human suffering, in this all-embracing vision, has a meaning, even a beneficent
purpose; it is the price paid for human progress. The violence, Aeschylus has his
chorus sing, is in some way the grace of god.”22
Although Aeschylean tragedy portrays the inveterate flounder-foundering of human action
there emerges nevertheless a higher sense to this errancy. Aeschylean errancy “liberates one
for history” in Trawny’s phrase. Freedom ‘for’ is principled freedom; and history is ‘principled’
in Aeschylus; its archē is the divine, which – so his art leads us to feel – has regard for human
being.
For Heidegger errancy, the danger, “the self-refusal of the truth of being,” “harbors a stillunwanted grace [Gunst] . . . In the essence of danger there essences and dwells [west und
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wohnt] a grace, namely the grace of the turn [die Gunst der Kehre] of the forgetting of beyng
into the truth of beyng. In the essence of danger, where it is as the danger, there is the turn to
guardianship [die Kehre zur Wahrnis], there is this guardianship itself, there is that which saves
of being [das Rettende des Seyns].”23 Errancy, the truth of beyng “pursuing itself with
forgetfulness,” is reoriented by grace, “that through such a turn forgetfulness turn itself about
and become guardianship of the essence of beyng.”24
For Sophocles, not so much. For Sophocles the sweep of history, “the turbid ebb and flow/ Of
human misery”25 bodes no larger design and no consolation; no pattern that makes sense of
human life and aspirations; nothing to be discovered that makes ultimate sense of our
concerns.26 The violence – human suffering and human infliction of suffering – is no sign of
grace and no bearer of meaning; the violence and suffering, like the blooming of the rose, is
‘without why,’ an-archic, a hot mess from start to finish. 27 “Best not to be born,” Sophocles has
his chorus sing.28
The texts “On the Essence of Truth” and “Insight into That Which Is” depict errancy and the
saving power as, respectively, the thema ‘exploration’ – “free space . . . constantly anew” – and
its anti-thema ‘exploitation’ – securing, protecting, and conserving as in the prudential offices
of trusteeship and wardship.
In the latter text Heidegger envisions history as the intermittent flow of dispensations of being,
or ‘beyng’ rather. “If positionality [das Ge-Stell] is an essential destiny of beyng itself, then we
may suppose that, as one essential way of beyng among others [als eine Wesensweise des
Seyns unter anderen], positionality changes [wandelt].”29 I.e., gives way to another
dispensation. “Destiny [Geschick] . . . is essentially the dispensation of being [wesenhaft
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Geschick des Seins], so much so that being itself sends itself [selber sich schickt] and each time
essences as a dispensation [als ein Geschick west] and destinally transforms itself in accordance
with this [demgemäß sich geschicklich wandelt].”30
These shifts are discontinuous, sudden, and uncaused. “Abruptly [Steil] from out of its own
essence of concealment, beyng takes place [ereignet] in its epoch. Thus we must take note:
The turn of the danger takes place suddenly [jäh].”31 “As beyng, the way that beyng sends itself
neither precedes anything effected, nor follows upon anything causative.”32 In Trawny’s terms,
the way that beyng sends itself is “always an appropriative event, a rupture, an upheaval.”
Beyng’s history is driven by a dynamics whose centrifugal component (“deviates from himself,
falls away from himself, founders”) is the exploratory, dissipative mode of errancy, and whose
centripetal component (“hold on to the state of remaining within his own essence”) is the
exploitative, conservative mode of the saving power.
Yet there is no primacy of mode and “Beyond the dynamics of this competition itself there is no
one in charge.”33 The dynamics traces a dithering plot through a dimension unique to human
existence. Heidegger’s key notion is that the dynamics generates the dimension concomitantly
as the dimension – the open, das Offene; the clearing, die Lichtung; etc. – supports the
dynamics; the dynamics and its dimension are coeval, conjugate, and coterminous; each
depends on the other; they ‘irrupt’ together. There is no higher dimension of meaning, of
ultimate sense or purpose, in which the open is embedded. Beyng’s kinesis is oriented neither
by origin or goal; it is an-archic, “a freedom that is nothing besides itself: an ‘abyss of
freedom’.” Its model, as intimated by Nietzsche’s madman, is Brownian motion:
“Whither are we moving? Away from all suns? Are we not plunging continually?
Backward, sideward, forward, in all directions? Is there still any up or down? Are
we not straying, as through an infinite nothing [Irren wir nicht wie durch ein
unendliches Nichts]?”34
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